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JOHN C.
C, LOWE sat in his office
at 2 a.m.
A.M. Wednesday norning dictating into a reco.rding
recording inachine.
machine, He
would not sleep that night; indeed,
sleeplessness had becone
become a habit
for him, Mr, Lowe's imposing presence
and strongly defined features
were marred somewhat by the subtle
manifestations of fatigue,
fatigue.
Mr. Lowe ignored his fatigue. He
was doing what he had to do; he was
being an excellent and dedicated
attorney. Through the night he prepared a suit to be filed in U.S.
District Court in the morning.
He was not paid for his efforts.
Being a relentless defender of all
civil liberties and believing that
Madison College had violated the
Constitutional rights of its own
students in its enforcement
enf«rcement of the
handbook, Mr. Lowe worked purely
for his belief in the American system of law and its equity,
U.S. District Court judge Robert
Merhlge was to grant a temporary
Merhige
restraining order to prevent Madison College from proceeding with
its "impeding, intimidating" hearings ,.
JAY RAINEY sat on the front porch of his home Wednesday night with
his wife, two sons, three dogs and
twelve cats,
cats. He was admonishing
his four-year-old son not to harm
a caterpillar which was negoclktnegocl&.ting the long trek across the porch.
Such is his peaceful nature and
his respect for the sanctity of all
life. He had matured measurably
since I had first met him years
ago, tempered by his own sense of
responsibility.
Later, as children and cats
crawled over him unmolested, Mr,
Rainey discussed the recently halted college hearings and the impending appearance in County
Court. The atmosphere was one of
nervous optimism, but Mr.
Mr, Rainey's
moral conviction was to seek his
vindication in the courts even
should this first step fail.
fall.
The following day, County Court
judge Porter R. Graves was to find
Mr, Rainey guilty of trespassing
Mr.
and sentence him the unusually
heavy fine of one hundred dollars,
PORTER GRAVES- presided in his
wheelchair over the trial of twenty
four people Thursday morning. The
decision as to whether or not to

find the twenty-four guilty was
certainly not the easiest one he
had ever made. Defense attorney
Lowe presented an eloquent plea
for the dismissal of the twentyfour cases, which had been based
on an outlandish application of
what was under other circumstances
a sound law.
Judge Graves conceded that the
students' actions had been orderly,
and even commendable. The violations were but technical ones.
Judge Graves also saw correctly
and with wisdom, however, that the
duty of a County Court judge is to
uphold the letter of the law.
Judgements which must be made con,cerning the SPIRIT of the law, and
.cerning
its improper application, must be
entrusted to higher courts.
Therefore, Judge Graves was to
overrule Mr. Lowe's dismissal motion and find all twenty-four
guilty, subject to appeal,
appeal.
RALPH VON T. NAPP sat on stage
in Wilson Hall Thursday night listening to a procession of facetious
and pointless speakers including
'Provost Hall, David Fox
Pox and Dr.
McParland. These aimlessly absurd
McFarland,
remarks were part of an alleged
panel discussion concerning the^
very serious subjects of Cambodia
and Kent State and their relation
to Madison.
Madison,
Dr. Napp was the final speaker
on the agenda. After pointedly
stating that he was ret prepared
for a "Laugh-In," he launched_a
launched a
series of penetrating and logical
observations that drew a standing
ovation from his huge audience.
Dr. Napp noted administrative
authoritarianism, faculty apathy
and student inflexibility with
equal vigor, and scored the definite need for communication and
genuine compromise on campus.
Dr. Napp also said publicly
that which so many professors had
said privately; the administration
should not have invoked Police
Power to deal with NON-VIOLENT
dissent. These observations required the utmost courage on
Dr. Napp's part, a degree of
courage rarely seen at Madison.
Madison,
Dr, Napp may not be at Madison
much Ifjiger;
Irnger; I don't know. But
whenever it may be that the administration directs him to the
exit, he will leave with integrity.
Honor takes many forms, and is
(oont, page 2)
(oonb,
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(cont.
not the exclusive attribute of any
particular age-group or political
philosophy. It is a subjective
quality; that which is honorable
to one man would not necessarily
be the honorable course for another. A man who conducts himself
er,
with honor and integrity, however,
commands respect and deserves understanding.
Let us commend those who have
the honor to be that which honor
dictates they MUST be.
PEACE.
Lewis H. Sword
0
The following is a copy of the
Temporary Restraining Order issued
by Judge Robert Merhige on May 13.
ORDER
It appearing from the verified
complaint that the plaintiffs herein are students at Madison College,
a State college of the Commonwealth of Virginia, who, as a result of their participation in a
peaceful exercise of their First
Amendment rights, have been allegedly subjected to disciplinary action on the part of the defendants
based upon certain administrative
regulations, specifically a regulation requiring a 48
4-8 hour preregistration concerning any demonstration or certain other exercises of First Amendment rights,
as well as a regulation forbidding
any demonstrations in certain areas
and buildings now open to public
access.
The Court finding from the verified complaint that it appears
that procedural due process may be
denied the plaintiffs, and others
in their class, resulting in irreparable injury, and concluding
that procedural due process must
be afforded in disciplinary proceedings brought against students
in state schools, and deeming it ■
proper to so to do,
It is therefore ALJUDGED
ADJUDGED and
ORDERED that the defendants, their
ORDERiD
agents, employees, attorneys and
all others acting in concert therewith, be, and they hereby are,
mandatorily enjoined from proceeding with the administrative disciplinary proceedings presently in
progress, and that they are further enjoined to restore the plaintiffs to their full rights and
privileges as students of Madison
College in good standing; and
said defendants, their agents, employees, attorneys and all others
acting in concert therewith, be,
and they hereby are, enjoined and
restrained from enforcing the operation or execution of Rules 1
4- of the regulations on demonand 4
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strations and peaceful assemblies
as contained in the student handbook of Madison College, specifically on Page 51, thereof, and, in
addition thereto, they are restrained from Impeding,
impeding, intimidating,
hindering and preventing the individual plaintiffs and others situate from the exercise of rights,
privileges
privilege's and immunities granted To
to them by the Constitution of
the United States,*
States.*
This restraining order shall
not be in full force and effect
unless and until the plaintiffs,
or someone for them, place bond
in the sum of One Hundred ($100.00)
($100,00)
Dollars for the payment of such
costs and damages as may be incurred or suffered by any parties
who may be.
be found to have been
wrongly enjoined or restrained.
This order shall be in full
force and effect upon the placing
of said bond until 1:00 o'clock
p.m. on Thursday, May 21, 1970,
1970.
This matter is set down for hearing
pursuant to Rule 65, F. R. Civ,
P., at 10:00 o'clock a.m. on
Thursday, May 21, 1970,
/s/ Robert R. Merhige,
Merhige. Jr.
United States District Judge
*Italics inserted by The Fixer.
♦Italics
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STATEMENT
by Curtis W, Harris, State Coordinator Virginia Council on Human Relations, during the teach-in
in Richmond on May 15.
The major national question has
been side-tracked by those in socalled positions of responsibility.
The national and state leadership
has bogged down in contemporary
rhetoric and political chicanery
which is the political trick bag
of American patriotism. What many
politicians are saying is:
1.
1, If you don't support the President in. his killing of more than
45,000 young Americans, many of
whom have not had an opportunity
to vote in any kind of election,
and countless lives of the VietMamese people, then you are unpatriotic ,
2,
2. They are saying, if you don't
support the repressive, insensitive
and'in
and
in some Instances irresponsible actions of some governors and
college presidents—then you are
unpatriotic.
What the politicians need to
understand is that a great host of
Americans will no longer submit to
the political trick-bag of American patriotism.
We have come to see a day when
it could very well be that
that^ the so(o ,-nt;e r.- ge 3)
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(cont.
called dissenters are the real AmWASHINGTON (LNS)—"Two Six-Packs
erican patriotics. Some of whom
to Go—Lost time can mean lost
have already given their lives in
property." Twelve shining gas greproperty,"
this country "because
because they wanted
nades complete with earring case
to see America live. Who knows, but
peered out of a recent ad in Pothat the so-called dissenters aren't lice Chief magazine. And you can
called to the Kingdom for such
choose from three different flaa time as this? It is indeed a fact
vors; CN, CS, and DM Sickening Gas,
that this demonstration today is
CN and CS
CS■are
are not new to most
calculated to redeem the soul of
of us. But DM is made for a difAmerica.
ferent kind of "crowd control"—
The crucial national question is
DM can kill. According to a U.S.
not whether we gain a victory in
Army training manual, DM (adamAsia,
Southeast Asia.
site) "is not approved for use in
The question is one of American
...any operatien
operation where deaths are
survival. And most folk are not adnot acceptable,"
acceptable." DM may be used in
dressing themselves to that question
question.'military
military operations only "where
The whole question of American
possible deaths are acceptable,"
survival does not find its solution
in imperilistical domination nor
0
paternalistic, mercenary aggrandizement.,
dizement
POT, PATRIOTISM AND PILLOW-CASES
The solution is found in:
in;
1. A reordering of national
1,
DAYTON, Ohio (LNS)—Federal and
priorities.
local authorities here confiscat2, A redefining of the Amered a two-pound brick of marijuana
ican value system.
lean
system,
5.
5, And finally, national commailed to a girl here from Vietnam
mitment to deal honestly and
wrapped in an American flag pillowcandidly with our domestic
case, according to a UPI report.
needs,
needs.
Let me conclude with a word to
the so-called "Silent Majority."
It has been said by some that, "Silence is Golden."
Golden," However, it has
been said by others that "Silence
gives Consent." So far your silence has only given consent to
So long as women knew nothing
the squandering of millions of dolbut a blind and servile obedience
lars in a senseless unwinable war,
to the will and wish of men, they
lour
four silence has given consent to
did not rebel, demanding freedom,
the irresponsible commitment of
freedom
to hold their own lives and
thousands of American lives. Your
bodies from the demoralizing influsilence has given consent to leence of sexual relations that are
galized murder on several campuses
not found in and maintained by
of American institutions of higher
love. The marriage law is the most
learning.
datable outrage upon woman that
danfeble
How long, silent majority? How
was ever conceived,"
conceived."
long will you remain silent while
the walls of the true democracy are
VICTORIA WOODHULL, 1871 (LNS)
tumbling down all around us? How
long?
00
"Nature works in a mysterious way.
way,
When a new truth comes upon the
earth, or a great idea necessary
for mankind is born, where does it
come from? Not from the police
force or the prosecuting attorneys
or the judges or the lawyers or
ar
d!
05iip?elaVisa-tH ea^ist!
a<gm
d«o
ftg
ffll
5ilp5SlaVi£S• til Sadist;
m
it comes perhaps from the jails
and prisons; it comes from men and
women who have dared to bebe., rebels
and think their thoughts; and their
fate has been the fate of rebels.
This generation gives them graves
while another builds them monuments;
and there is no exception to it. It
has been true since the world began, and it will be true no doubt
t r •'
fcroyor
—Clarence
—01 r rer.ce Borrow.
Darrow. 1920
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The Fixer has given the students
a chance to express their opinions,
you may be like our "administration" who invites opinions but
ignores any given,
I am in favor of Students' Rights but I cannot understand why
you insist on defeating your purpose. The "Madison 30" and their
followers are acting like a bunch
of very immature, spoiled brats.
If you don't get your way (with
no compromise), you demonstrate
and break rules and act in a way
unfitting of college students.
Is it any wonder there is nothing
(cont. page 4)

the fixer
(cent, from page 3)
accomplished? Can you understand why
there is no apparent "break through"
for Students' Rights? How else can
you
expect to bo
you^expect
be treated but as
spoiled brats—isn't that the way
you act?
Ix the "Madison 30" are suspended,
Ij.
^ood
riddance. Maybe they'll grow up
good^riddance.
one day. In the meanwhile, the rest
of the students on campus will be
free to handle matters and work for
their
fchoir rights in an intelligent, mature manner,
manner. Ho
No sleep-ins, walk-outs,
or demonstrations for usi
Name withheld

page 4

escape, clamor for publicity, try to
be martyrs, and preach resistance to
tc
authority while they inwardly seek
to be that authority
authority!1 We march and
chant for free expression—yet, when
people like me
mo try to express ourselves my peers surpress me as representative of the establishment and
not as a thinking, feeling individual. % best friends chide me that
I'm an idealist and behind the times. They say I should not try to
impose my overbearing staiidards
standards on
people who don't want to hear
hoar them.
Yet, they are forcing themselves and
their unwanted philosophies down my
throat, choking my thoughts and ex0
pressions, in order to help me "see
A
the light." My% peers cry for academic freedom and yet they protest the
individuals who chose the-ir academic
iw
career in military academies and
"If the nineteenth century is to
ROTC.
You don't want to be drafted,
bo governed by the opinion of the
be
yet
you
attack those men v/ho
who voluneighteenth, and the twentieth by the
toor
toer
for
the
services
so
that
that"fewer
fewer
nineteenth, the world will always
of
you
must
bo
drafted.
We
want
bo governed by dead men."
be
freedom to pursue the best education
Elizabeth Candy Stanton,
we deem possible, yet they burn down
ROTC educational buildings (which we
wo
suffragist
will pay to rebuild); and they run
rum
0
like animals among the ranks on the
drill field (at VPI) to demonstrate
THE VIEW EROM
FROM HERE
how much more mature and better educated protestors are than cadets.
I want to pop off or release my
What is the academic freedom they
mind for a while concerning the haarc searching for???
rdships of being a student and rewas it that wo at Madison
What v/as
ceiving an education today. I've
first
began
to protest for?—acadeboon in school for 17 years and now
mic
freedom?—we
want the right to
3 weeks before my graduation from
hire
and
fire
professors?—we
alrecollege, I, and other seniors at inady ha_ve
have the right to choose which
stitutions across the nation, am beprofessor to take for which class
class!I
ing ^ threatened by college and univDo you want to be students and adersity _ closings and graduation canministrators at the same time? If
collations. I am blaming my fellow
cellations.
Dir. McClung and Mr. Adkins had a
Mr,
students, the demonstrators, for
case for unfair dismissal by the,adthis threat to the future I have
ministration—if
they had a case—
chosen in the country I still love,
don't
you
think
they
would have
havVcar"carI am an individual and I too am conried
their
cases
higheri
J
higher!i
There
are
cerned with individual rights, and
corned
more
proper
channels
than
the
UscTof
Use)of
because my right to graduate from
students to prove points concerning
the institution of my choice could
your
job. There is no case. However,
possibly bo threatened, I want to
a
good
point has been raised and resee our problems solved—now-—intelsolved—now—intelcognized
definitely by the SGA and
lectually, I want to got out of hero
here
maybe
by
the
administration. Now,
as fast as possible, but I don't
lot's
see
the
intores
interested
tod Madison
want to leave Madison in this state
protestors turn ~into'
into" "student
student leaders
loaders
of tension. I would rather that we
wo
(as they claim to be) and join SGA
sot the
the_first
^ first state example of matcommittees working toward effective
ure arbitration with consideration
teacher evaluation and other imporfor both sides' points of view.
tant issues you have questioned.
Because everyone else verbalizes
Today, Thursday, there was a prtheir points constantly I would like
ayer
posted in our PC (reminds me of
to state the view from here, I feel
like my mind is going to blow! Peers the parable of the Pharisee and the
tax collector—Luke 18 s 9-14). I diskeep picking my mind and pushing me
agree
with this means of appealing
to drop my conservatism, my patriotto
people
to support demonstration
ism, and my faith. Change with the
issues.
This
is not to say I believe
times—they sayj Why change?? Is
that
the
prayer
was insincere—I was
change good just for change's sake
sake!I
1 I
just
disappointed
to see it. As inAre we already bored v/ith
with life at
experienced
as
I
am
with protest isage 18 or age 21?? It's sadj
sad' All my
(continued
page 5)
generation does is find fault, seek

the fixer
(cent, from page 4)
sues, I could easily detect contraan
dictions and
^ inconsistencies.
inconsistencies. And,
And,
j-ur
norinorG, why are wo jumping from
furthermore,
cause to cause with no intellectual
bo correct in
settlement. Could I be
OGlieying that some people are jumpbelieving
ing ab
m the dark in orat any cause in
der
to keep
a lot 0
of people
fired up
0
0
i C0
a
+•
" ?1
? PeoPl® fired up
until -something
something
good
gooa comes along
wor
h protesting.
. . Prom McClung—Adworth
protesting???
McClung-Adkins to academic freedom to protest
of demonstration regulations to
to_ the
Madison 7 to_
to the Madison 30 to
tb the
Kent State 7 to Cambodia to...what
to. . what
tomorrow?? I lose my temper because
all of this constructive thought and
excess energy is being wasted in
disgusting displays which achieve
nothing and got exaggerated by the
press.
press, I firmly believe that there
are organized, systematic,
systomatic, peaceful
ways of dealing with and solving
problems. Bev Trainham and a new"SGA
problems,
new'SGA
stand ready to hear the students.
Stop rallying to every dramatic
cause; stop exaggerating every "wrong;" stop putting down your own SGA
and student representatives; and start working like the mature responsible adults you wish to be called.
Change, in order to be good for the
masses, must evolve, not explode.

...... page
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"we"
and "they."
"they." Before
Before someone
someone asas"we" and
sorts that every political
activist
sorts that every political activist
j_s going to burn a building or shis
obscenities, she had best look
out obscenities, she had best look
-^g the actions of the majority of
to the actions of the majority of
activists
a more
more accurate
accurate picpicactivists for
for a
ture of their behavior. Before soture of their behavior. Before somoono assorts that demonstrators
meone assorts that demonstrators
are fpying
trying to deny her a college
are
diploma, she had host read the strdiploma, she had best read the strj_kc referendum and note that there
ike reforendum and note that there
will be no "shut-down" if there is
will bo no "shut-down" if there is
a strike. The "they's" are
arc obviously no more all bearded nihilists
r
than tho'"we
thc'"we's"
s" all scrubbed John
Birchers,
Certainly this invidious tondentendency to group labels is most discouraging when
whon one views not
not•only
only all
dissenters categorically, but all
issues as well. It is painful to me
mo
to sec death and destruction—whether in Ohio or Mississippi or in
Indochina-—viewed as more"causes
Indochina—viewed
more causes
dark," Clearly
one jumps at "in the dark."
one will always reach
roach the conclusion that "there is no case" if one
refuses to examine the evidence of
each situation. I would hope that
one, in looking at causes, could
evaluate the merits of a peace movement or any movement without assuming first that those working in
the
movement arc automatically aSincerely,
gainst God, country, and motherBo
Do P
Raynes
Laynes
hood, If he
ho who claims others are
0
choking
his
freedom of expression
0
commits the same sin, then I think
he disqualifies himself as a valid
THE VIEW PROM NOWHERE
judge of any situation. His view
An education is born of understis one from nowhere.
anding, and undorstanding
understanding is conceiName withheld
ved in communication; accordingly,
it is ironic for any individual in
•.
) {
^
)
the academic community to cry sup\)A ( I
/f
t*
pression
prossion when The Fixer
Pixor willingly
1
publishes any porsorT's
person's ideas—regarideas—regar- Xifv
1
aJ il
- mm
dless of the merit of those ideas or
y
their expression. I would hope that
,
-L. A. K ;
there is no person in the Madison
mmmmm
5
academic community who would deny aa-* '
nother the free expression of his iHot
Climate
Hot Climate
deas or try to rob him of his patriotism, his faith, or any of his
Hero I am,
convictions. However, this is obviArrived at last,
ously not the case if the person who
Afraid between your thighs.
cries suppression would deny others
You can stop leaking
their right to free expression.
Salt water from your eyes.
I am therefore deeply disturbed
So let mo slip into your shy ■
at the categorical objections raisAnd billow me with wet clouds,
ed against all "demonstrators." It
I want you to cage my my,
my.
seems that if the pro-establishment
conservative wants to find solutions
01 were it possible to record
to problems, then she must also
You as you soem
seem now
learn to be
bo a mature, responsible aThen to play you back again 1
dult—simply by being willing and
01 wore it poss.,,01
poss.. .01 hell,
able to assess intelligently the o0It just isn't, isn't at all.
ther side before judging it.
No one can label you.
you.
Social polarization is as much
There I am,
the fault of the conservative as the
Gone at last.
radical if conservatives insistently
Bob Plummer
divide the world they live in into
April '70
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ny. In actuality, it is rather tratraThey tell you—go through changic.
gic,
I
think
this
"informational"
nels and don't make waves. Oh sure
sure,5
meeting proves how tragic such a
mooting
go through channels and get lost in
desire can be.
bo,
a maze of meaningless, stupid phraDebbie Darr
ses, I am tired of going through
CIOGGED channels. Until someone
0
gets a plunger and clears out all ■
I wish to publicly contratulato
contratulate
the garbage, I'm not going through,
the SGA for their recent actions_
into, tinder,
under, or around anything—
regarding the STRIKE
STRIITE issue on this
especially channels.
campus.
They
were
slow to act
Tonight I went to an informatio(Princeton
called
a
strike two
nal meeting about the strike, and
hours
after
President
Nixon_annouNixon annou1 came away frustrated and extremeI
nced
the
invasion
of
Cambodia)
but
ly 'confused,
"confused, I wanted
¥\rantcd information,
this
in
no
way
affects
the
outcome
and instead I got enough hot air to
of the strike referendum?
referendum; in fact
suffocate everyone in Wilson. To
it
allowed
time
for students to
begin, every person on stage except
cool
down
and
examine
the situatDr. Napp was opposed not only to
ion
objectively,
objectively.
I
am
also proud
the idea of the strike but also to
of SGA.
SGA for the stand they took afthe very mention of the word. At
ter the outcome was decideds
decided; they
least it appeared that way because
will back an open strike. They
only Dr,
Dr. Napp addressed himself to
have announced the setting up of a
the question at hand. The other
Strike Committee. I hope they will
speakers, either intentionally or
use every bit of power they possess
through ignorance, evaded the cen—granted it may be little
to
tral topic, the possibility and adback those students who will now
visibility of a strike on this camdevote all of their energies to
pus .
end the Indochina War. Por Madison,
The crowd, for the most part,
as evidenced by the 69/d
69 a) voter
was orderly, and for me this was
turnout, and the SGA, a new period
hard because I had to listen to
has begun. Activism, long a part
speeches that had no pertinence
portinonce to
of college campuses, has finally
striking. And I listened because
made
it to Madison,
Madison. Today I am
those people on stage deserved my
to
say,
to anyone, I
am a
proud
I'am
attention. I even had to hoar Proattention,
student
of
Mhdison
Madison
College.
vost Hall throw in a plug for
fighting pollution, (He
(Ho had noticed
STRIKE
that certain students were litterJay Rainey
ing, and ho hoped that they would
not overlook this major problem in
their concern over Cambodia,)
Cambodia.) Ho?/Howover, the crowd showed
ever,
shov/od unforgivable
rudeness and total disregard of
courtesy when Jay Hainoy
Hamnoy stood up
to speak. How does it work around
hero, folks? If you expect others
here,
to bo courteous, try it yourselves,
LYNCHBURG (AP)—Dr. William P.
and don't catcall. That just shows
Quillian Jr., president of Randimmaturity,
olph-Macon Woman's College, annPor mo, the high point of a veounced Priday that the school's
ry low evening came when the press
board of trustees had formally apapagent of the U.Va.
U.Va, strike spoke.
proved a change in the drinking
He know what was really happening
policy at the United Methodist
because he
ho has been involved in a
Church-affiliated girls' school.
Church-affiliatod
peaceful, constructive expression
Quillian pointed out that drindrinof 'concern.
concern. Believe it or not Madking on campus already had been
boon
ison, none of us "radicals" want
allowed during the past year
year^"for
"for
to burn down any buildings or "fly
certain special occasions." He
off to Shangri-la" as Dr. McParland
said the students have used this
so cleverly phrased it,
it. I DO NOT
privilege responsibly and "?/e
"we bewant to fly off anywhere—I
anywhere--! want
lieve that they will respond_simirospond_simito stay here and work for peace
larly to the extension of this
before the whole world forgets what
privilege.11
privilege,"
it means.
Dr. Lewis W. Darst, district
Dr,
So that's why I went—because I
superintendent of the United MethMetham very concerned about what has
odist Church, said Priday heis^
he is
happened and will happen in this
"in no position to say anything"
country. I wont
country,
went because I was conabout the drinking policy at
cerned, and I was laughed at. Those
Randolph-Macon.
people on stage thought my concern
The chango
change allows drinking on
was laughable, and that distresses
campus and in the dormitories whme. A desire for peace is not funore previously the practice had
bo
en prohihitod.
p rohib11ed,
boon

